
Weekly Overview of Learning

Year group: Reception     Week beginning: 30/01/23

Every Tuesday, you will see the weekly overview that sets out our learning for the week on the learning section of our school website. This is the work that children will be

doing in school. Home learning will be set on Tapestry every Thursday and this should be completed and uploaded to Tapestry by Monday morning. If there are any questions,

please email your child’s class teacher.

Reminders
Please ensure that all gloves, scarves and hats are labeled to avoid them getting lost.
Book bags need to be brought into school every day please.

This half-term our topic is: Traditional tales.
The focus story this week is: The Elves and the shoemaker

HFW: look, now, down

Week 5- Spring Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Review Quick HFWs Roar
Read the HFW flashcards – put
cards that need a recap to one
side.

Quick Write Words
Draw a large phoneme frame
on the whiteboard. Say a word.
Hold up 3 fingers, sound-talk it,
pointing to a finger at a time for
each phoneme. Ask the children
to do the same in pairs and
write on laminated phoneme
frames or whiteboards.

Read Captions
Sound-talk and read tre first
word.
Sound-talk and read the second
word.
Say both words together.
Continue until the end of the
caption.

Blending Skills
Read through the Blending
PowerPoint.

Buried Treasure
Revisit of sounds learnt by
playing the Buried Treasure
PowerPoint



Teach Introduce ow grapheme
Brown Owl makes the ow
sound.

Download the PowerPoint to
introduce the ow grapheme.

Watch the Brown Owl video.
This introduces Brown Owl and
shows how she helps her
friends. Can the children make
the Brown Owl (ouch) action
each time they hear an ow
word? At the end of the video,
ask the class to recall all of the
ow words.

Speech Bubbles
Model writing one of the
following sentences:

I can go now.
I am brown.
This is a brown towel.
I go down to town.
Now I can help.

Children write sentences in
pairs on small whiteboards.

Model Story Sequencing
Print out and make copies of
the ‘Red in the Woods’ story.
Show how some of the pages
are not in the right order.

Model reading the first page.
Where would this go in the
story? Repeat with the final
page. Ask the children to work
in groups to order the pages to
create their own book.

Phonics Art
Explain to the children that
they are going to create
phonics art, either for display
or in their books. Recap the oo
and the ow graphemes. Show
how write these and recall the
monsters that make these

sounds.

Model Sentence Writing

Model read and then write the
sentence:

They look at the book.

Ask the children what picture
might they draw to show this.
Show the other sentences. Ask
the children to read and draw
the picture. Tell them that there
is space to write the sentence if
they are able to.

At the end of the activity there
are also questions to read with a
partner and answer yes or no.

Activity ow Flashcards
Children make their own
flashcards with the words:
how now brown cow pow!
bow down town towel

Speech Bubbles
Download the Speech Bubbles
activity. Children write/cut and
paste a sentence or caption in
one of the bubbles. They may
cut the sentence in words and
put back together again.

Book Making
In groups of 3 or 4, the children
read and sequence the pages,
which are then fastened
together. The children then
read the story as a group.

Phonics Art
Recap the oo and the ow
words.

Use a variety of media to
create HFW flashcards for a
wall display.
- paint, pastels, felt tip pens
- playdough letters
- iPad drawings
Take photos of models and
screenshot of digital work.

Sentence Writing & Yes/No
Questions

Using cow town look book good,
write the following sentences
with pictures.

They look at the book.
I am going with my mum to
town.
The cow is brown.
This book is good.

Yes/No Questions
Read each question and answer
yes or no.

Follow-Up Activity (optional) ow Hopscotch Game
Draw a hopscotch with as many
boxes as desired. Instead of
numbers in the boxes, write the
ow words in chalk.

Game – ow Fishing
Place a paperclip on each ow
flashcard. Use a magnet tied to
a string, ideally passed through
a straw to create a fishing rod.
Children take turns to fish and
read. Write down their catch.

Brown Owl ow Video
Play the Brown Owl ow video to
recap the ow words.



Literacy

Book: The Elves and the
shoemaker
Writing task: Writing
what the characters are
saying in speech bubbles

Monday
L.I:  We are becoming familiar
with the new focus story and
who the characters are.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
Shoe
Leather

Key Questions:
How do you think the
Shoemaker and his wife are
feeling?

Tuesday
L.I:  We are learning to
sequence events in the story.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
Shoe, shoes
Leather
Money
Sad
Surprise
Hide

Key Questions:
What happened at the
beginning, middle and end of
the story?

Wednesday
L.I: We are learning about the
story characters.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
Shoe
Leather

Key Questions:
What do you think the
characters are saying / thinking?

Thursday
L.I:  We are learning to read
sentences from the story.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
Shoe
Leather

Key Questions:
Do you think that sentence
sounds right / makes sense?

Friday
L.I:   We are learning to play in
role as the characters in the
story.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
New clothes
Happy

Key Questions:
How do you think the Elves are
feeling?
What do you think might
happen next?



Theme: Measurement
(Time and size)

Monday
LI.
We are learning apply the
counting principles when
counting to 6.
Activity:
Find different ways to add 6
spots onto a ladybird.

Key Vocabulary:
6 altogether
Each spot gets one count and
only one count

Key Questions:
Is this still 6?
Is there another way we can
make six?

Tuesday
LI.
We are learning to
count out the
required number of
objects
from a larger group
Activity:
Children to sit in a
circle- choose a child
to pick a card from
the pack of playing
cards
showing
numerals
5-8 and
count out the
corresponding
number of shoes.

Key Vocabulary:

Count each object
only once.

Key Questions:

Wednesday
LI.
We are learning to make 6 in different
ways.
Activity:

Key Vocabulary:

Makes, altogether
And, add,

Key Questions:
If you had two yellow counters, how
many red counters will there be?

Thursday
LI.
L.I: We are learning that 7 is one
more than 6 and one less than 8.

Activity:

Try it with different numbers to
8.
Key Vocabulary:
One less than 8
One more than 6

Key Questions:
How do you know which number
comes after a number 6?..

Friday
LI .
We are learning to make 7 in
different ways
Activity:

Working with 7 children and 2
hoops

Key Vocabulary:
Total
Altogether
and

Key Questions:
How many different ways can we
make 7?



Rearrange the shoes
in a different
formation. Count
again- Is it still 8?

Music Personal, Social
and Emotional
development

Physical Development

LI. We are learning to be
active listeners.

Lesson: Cuckoo polka |
Lesson 2

1. Play a game of

Cuckoo, where are

you?

Children will

hopefully

remember this

game from Lesson

1. Recap the game

by reminding them

it’s turn taking

singing. The adult

sings the ‘call’ to

the class: ‘Cuckoo,

where are you?’

and the group

respond by echoing

LI. We are learning
the link between
what I learn now
and the jobs I
might like to do
when I am older.

Lesson: Piece 5 -
Flight to the
Future

1. Use the

Calm Me

script

(straight

after lesson

plan) to

help the

children

learn how

to enjoy a

LI. We are learning to follow a path
and take turns.

Lesson: Lesson 5 - at the shops
1. Tell the children to imagine

that they are going to the

shops. Children begin standing

in their own safe space. They

pretend to get in the car and

put their seat belt on. They

begin driving (walking) around

the teaching space, moving in

and out of each other.

2. In groups of five, children sit at

one side of the teaching area.

Use four base stations and a

start cone to create a path

(shopping aisle) for each

group. Children take it in turns

to step from one base station

to the next and back again,



this back, exactly as

it’s been sung.’

Introduce some

solo singing. Add a

fun listening

element, by adding

a ‘musical

detective’ into the

game.

2. Can you find the

cuckoo?

Before playing the

recording of

Cuckoo polka,

explain to the

children that there

is a cuckoo hiding

in the piece of

music they’re going

to listen to. Every

time they hear the

bird sing, they

should open and

close their hands

like a bird’s beak.

3. Play the track of

Cuckoo polka and

perform the

corresponding

actions during the

different sections

of the music,

Calm Me

time.

2. Get the

children to

close their

eyes and lie

down.

Describe to

the children

that they

are going

on a

journey into

the future.

Describe

being on a

rocket

taking off

and

zooming

through

time. Jigsaw

Jenie shows

children a

box (or bag)

containing

all the

picture

word cards

of jobs

done by

adults.

looking down the shopping

aisle as they go. When they

return the next child in their

group can go.

3. Add one skipping rope to each

group. Children take turns to

jump the base stations and

balance along the skipping

rope. After a few minutes

invite the children to explore

travelling along the path using

their own travelling action.

4. Place beanbags at the end of

each path and one hoop at the

start. Ask the children to travel

down the shopping aisle to the

shopping (beanbags) at the

end. They collect one beanbag

(item of shopping) and travel

back along their path. On

return they place the beanbag

into their shopping cart

(hoop).

Key Vocabulary: path, base, cart,
station

Key Questions: Which directions did
you use on your path?
Which body parts did you use to
travel on?



listening out for the

cuckoo. In the

middle section, you

can tap the beat on

different parts of

the body, changing

the movement

every eight beats.

Key Vocabulary: perform,
eight, cuckoo, echo,
detective.

Key Questions: Can you
find the cuckoo?
Can you count to eight?
Can you tap the beat?

Explain that

the children

are now

adults and

that they

need to

have a job.

Pick one

child to

select from

the box.

That child

then has to

try to act

out the job

on that card

for the

other

children to

guess.

3. What

would we

need to do

now to help

us get that

job in the

future?

What things

do we need

to learn to

help us

achieve our



dream job?

e.g. if they

picked out

being a

teacher

they would

need to

learn to

read and

write now;

if they

picked out

builder,

they would

need to

know about

measuring.

Key Vocabulary:
What would we
need to do now to
help us get that job
in the future?
What things do we
need to learn to
help us achieve our
dream job?

Religious Education Computing Art and DT



LI. We are learning about the Persian New Year.

Lesson: Celebrations - Lesson 5: Persian New Year
(A Nowruz Story) cont.

1. An adult wearing a tall red hat and an

animal mask comes in to the room banging

a tambourine and singing “Haji Firuz-e,

sal-i-ye ruz-e” (It is Haji Firuz time, it

happens one day in a year). Introduce the

visitor as Haji Firuz. Explain that he is seen

in Iran to announce the start of Nowruz.

2. Quick recap of the Nowruz Story. Go

through some of the traditional

celebrations that happen during Nowruz.

(see background information in previous

lesson). Children to check that their setting

is clean and tidy. Are they clean?

Encourage washing of hands. Then, to

show the importance of Nowruz,

encourage the children to help lay the

Nowruz table.

3. Put on Haji Firuz hat and encourage

children to follow and dance through the

setting with tambourines, spreading good

cheer and the news of the coming New

Year.

LI. We are learning what a boat is.

Lesson: Boats ahoy! What is a boat?
1. In this activity children find out about boats

from a range of sources, such as their

families talking about experiences of boats,

looking at books, watching film clips,

listening to stories, singing songs about

boats and role play. There are IT skills here

in the use of technology as children find

out about things and interact with

software. There are also clear

opportunities for the early learning goals of

reading as they read from a range of

sources.

Key Vocabulary: boats, role play

Key Questions: What could a boat be made to?
Have you ever been on a boat?
Where would you see a boat?

LI. We are learning to create animal sculptures.

Lesson:  5- Creating animal sculptures
Shaping clay into animal sculptures; refining their
ideas as they follow their designs and problem
solving as they work.

Key Vocabulary: design, pattern, sculpture,
shaping, mold

Key Questions: How did you mold this shape?
What animal have you made?
What did you do first?
Tell me about your sculpture?



Key Vocabulary: Haji Firuz, Norwuz, traditional,
celebration.

Key Questions: Do you ever have special food at
home? e.g. birthday cake, Easter eggs, mince pies,
fish and chips with grandparents, popcorn on
movie night.

Communication and Language Understanding the world



LI. We are learning vocabulary from the story Elves
and the Shoe maker.

Lesson: Read the book with your class and discuss
the key vocabulary with them. Pick out key areas of
the story and see if the children can retell the
events using the story language.

Key Vocabulary:
Elf, Elves
Shoemaker, wife
Shoe, shoes, leather, money
Sad, surprise, hide

Key Questions:
How do you think the characters are feeling? Why?
Why did the Elves help? Why?
Have you ever been surprised?

LI. We are learning the lifecycle of a plant.

Lesson: Provide interesting natural environments
for children to explore freely outdoors. Make
collections of natural materials to investigate and
talk about. Explore this with different types of
leaves and seeds.

Key Vocabulary: seeds, natural materials

Key Questions: Where would you plant the seeds?
What is the life cycle of a plants?
What do plants need to grow?


